Gallagher Discusses Possibility Of Obtaining More State Aid

President Buell Gallagher said he was "guardedly optimistic" about obtaining the money to finance construction and operations at the City University this year.

Speaking at a press conference Wednesday, the president stated that unless the necessary money is granted by the state Legislature, the number of entering freshmen would be reduced from 2,500 to 1,500 next September.

A "normal growth budget," he added, would add over 1,000 students to the College to increase enrollment to 3,000.

Dr. Gallagher noted that under no circumstances would a tuition fee be charged of City University students.

Discussing the possibility that raised admission standards must meet in order to justify its free tuition policy, the president said that the recent statements of State Education Commissioner James Allen Jr. may help induce the state Legislature to accept several bills sponsored by Senator Manfred Orenstein (Dem., Manhattan) to provide money for construction and operations at the City University.

Dr. Allen remarked Tuesday that the state Legislature must meet in order to justify its free tuition policy.

The president said that while the recent statements of State Education Commissioner James Allen Jr. may help induce the state Legislature to accept several bills sponsored by Senator Manfred Orenstein (Dem., Manhattan) to provide money for construction and operations at the City University, the city college, Dr. Gallagher said, "I believe that the state must meet in order to justify its free tuition policy."

Rules Affecting Students To Be Codified; SFCSA To Meet On Fees Prohibition

Minister In Charge Of The Program

By ALAN MATCOVSKY

Steps are now being taken to codify all rules of Student Life that must enforce regulating students' actions.

The codification, designed to help students and faculty know what rules are in effect, is expected to be completed in mid-April and will be made available to all student organizations.

The project was started in the fall of 1964 by Dr. Irving Gregor, of the Department of Student Life, and is now under the direction of Dr. Edward Minster, also a member of the department.

Mr. Gregor, assistant dean of Sigma Alpha and Lucille Yarber '60, were appointed by Student Council to help with the collection of the necessary material.

They are now compiling all minimum regulations and rulings of the Student-Faculty Committee on Student Activities (S.F.C.S.A.), the Joint Legislative Committee on Student Life, Student Council, the Student Council Activities Committee, and the Joint Legislative Committee on Student Activities.

In response to a reporter's question at the time the statement was issued in January, he further stated that he "admired the courage" of draft card burners. However, he would not burn his own draft card.

In response to a reporter's question at the time the statement was issued in January, he further stated that he "admired the courage" of draft card burners. However, he would not burn his own draft card.

Dr. Edwad Minister Codifying Rules

By Dr. Edward Minister

Dr. Minister said he hopes to put all the rules and regulations under one cover, and at the same time delete all rulings no longer in effect.

At present, if a member of the faculty or a student organization desired to locate a ruling in one place, he must look in several books and sets of files to find it, Mr. Herman noted.
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It matters not whether you are Queen of the Mardi Gras or Ugly Man on campus, everyone can eat a free pickle at
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Proud to Serve the Best Food

GR 5-3878

CLASS OF '67
RINGS
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12-3
AT BOOK STORE
$5 DEPOSIT NEEDED

By Robert LaPier
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"The Financier"
By THEODORE DREISER

$75 IN PRIZES

Tickets Are On Sale for

Once Upon a Mattress

April 30 — May 6 & 7
Looby Main Building

* ORCH. $2.00
* BACI. $1.75
* MEZZ. $2.00
A Theatron Production

Ginzburg Will Issue Statement
In Address at School Tomorrow

By Robert LaPier

College President Ralph Ginzburg, whose conviction for obscenity was upheld by the Supreme Court last Monday, will make a "major policy statement" to the students today, he said in an interview last night. Ginzburg, currently on trial in New York City on two other obscenity charges, has asked for a plea of "not guilty" in the New York court.

The statement will be "probably some time in mid-May," Ginzburg said, and will be issued from his office in the Student Center, to the press, and through the college's public address system.

In January of 1965, City College announced that the Ginzberg case would be reviewed by the Board of Regents. The board's recommendations would have to be submitted to the courts.

The Regents call for increases in State aid to University

The State Board of Regents announced Saturday its support of the Senate's 1966 budget for the City University, which would include an increase in the state's contribution to the City University's operating expenses, the board said, would not be maintainable.

The board supported call for the board of regents to be removed from the School of Education, which was held Saturday April 6th.

The Regents also approved a measure to increase the size of the board of regents from five to eight members, which would consist of the governor, the president of the University, the City College president, the City College provost, and the presidents of the other seven state universities.

Mr. Ginzburg, currently on trial in New York City on two other obscenity charges, has asked for a plea of "not guilty" in the New York court.
Baruch Convocation

Last week's student leaders attended events at which they were able to present their ideas. These events included a public meeting on the future of student organizations, a forum on the role of the student in the community, and a discussion of the relationship between student and faculty activities.

However, we also regret that the previous administration has made it difficult for students to attend these events. It is unfortunate that the administration has not taken steps to encourage students to participate in these events.

We believe that the administration should do more to foster a sense of community among students and faculty. We urge the administration to take steps to improve the relationship between student and faculty activities.

Student Funds

Student Council at its Thursday meeting passed a motion asking for additional funds. The motion was passed unanimously. These funds will be used to support the activities of the Student Council and to provide additional opportunities for students to participate in campus life.

Blood Bank Success

The Student Council and especially those members who worked hard on this project, are doing a great job. The council has raised over $10,000 for the blood bank. As a result, the bank has been able to expand its services and offer more assistance to students.

Baruch Convocation

Almost any new location for the Baruch School -even the rather odd "new" Washington Heights campus, could result in a significant improvement in the school's educational programs. We agree with the editor that "it is vital that the school continue to improve its educational programs."

We believe that the administration should do more to foster a sense of community among students and faculty. We urge the administration to take steps to improve the relationship between student and faculty activities.

Student Council at its Thursday meeting passed a motion asking for additional funds. The motion was passed unanimously. These funds will be used to support the activities of the Student Council and to provide additional opportunities for students to participate in campus life.

Blood Bank Success

The Student Council and especially those members who worked hard on this project, are doing a great job. The council has raised over $10,000 for the blood bank. As a result, the bank has been able to expand its services and offer more assistance to students.
Baruch School Greets JULIAN BOND

Thursday, March 31, 1966
12:30 P.M. – 4S

April 1 is Friday evening: Hootenanny – 8-10
Gala Dance – 10-1
Sponsored By
SCAC & Christian Association
Has Your Club Signed Up For A Delegation For The Mock Political Convention
May 19, 1966
Sign Up In S.C.C. Office 416 S.C.

Sponsored by the Human Rights Club, Student Council, Sigma Alpha, The Ticker, and the Class of 67

David Allen, Minister to Tealner Has A Candidate Codify Rules Both Styles
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City Sluggers Open At Columbia

Starting Lineup Is Not Set Yet

The Beaver "nine" opens its season April 4, with Columbia University serving as the opposition. The game will take place at the Lion's Baker Field at 3:00 P.M.

The opening-day lineup, as obtained from Coach William Mishkin, seems strongly "if it is subject to change, and only two positions have yet to be filled."

The pitching staff, although described by Coach Mishkin as "inexperienced," seems to hold the most promise. Fred Stein, Larry Lentz, and Peter Senzma are all "seasoned" and will take the mound for the opening game.

The receiving end of the battery is in the capable hands of Sam Rosenblom, who will make a decision on the opening day of the season. The rest of the infield is set.

PLAY BALL: A pitcher working out before the opener, them up are Greenstein, and Larry La Piana.

Catcher, Infielder Still Missing

"The battle for second base should be interesting. Equal opportunities will be given to Jamie Baruch, and neither the batter nor the catcher can win the job."

The field of the infield is set. Lew Gatti, last season's leading hitter, owns first base, Baruch's Barry Mandel, the team's Mc. Con., holds down the shortstop spot. Barry Edelstein is the third baseman.

Coach Mishkin takes a firm green of outfielders. The starting ball-hawk should be Steve Roccecodi, in center, and Dave Minkoff in right.

Stickmen Defeat Alumni; An All-American Scores

Although the weather was brisk outside on Saturday afternoon, it was not able to dampen the enthusiasm of the increase team and alumni who came out in full force to threaten the state. They included over a hundred alumni and hundreds of fans and family turned out for the contest which was won by the varsity, 5-3. At first it seemed surprising that a seasoned team with three stars should lose to a squad which won only one game last year. But witness ing the contest, it is not too hard to believe.

Seamanship and fencing are the major sports at The City College of New York, and the fencing team is one of the most successful. The team is a pretti e and talented. It is ranked twenty-first nationally.

George Weiner

Architecture Or Fencing — Both!

By ALAN WIENER

It was either architecture or fencing, and although you would never be able to tell, Weiner is the master of both. The one thing which makes it difficult to tell is that George is presently the captain of the Beaver fencing team, and has led the foil team to victory for the past three years.

"Both architecture and fencing demand perfection," George notes, "but if I did not spend more time on my studies, I would have to look for a new occupation." Luckily the College George was able to bring his mark up to a 276, and win the job.

Other sports did not attract this five-foot, 145 pound Queensite. "My favorite sport is fencing," he says, "I am "very pleased," with his recent play.

TAKING AIM: Two Beaver shooters as they practiced for last weekend's International Sectionals in which they finished first and second.

Nimrods Win in Meet: Teams Are One-Two

The City College rifle team entrants in the International Sectionals held this weekend at King Poini finished one-two, buying City's hopes for a high national ranking.

The first team fired a total of 1090, with co-captains Jerry Uresty leading the Beavers with a score of 272, Bruce Gitlin followed with a 278, as he was trailed by Allen Felt and Paul Kandel, who fired 271 and 266, respectively.

All of the scores of the various sectional events in the country will be sent to the National Rifle Association's headquarters in Washington, where the final standing and the national ranking will be posted. Currently leading the country is West Virginia College who had already fired an 1132.

The final league contest for the nimrods will take place this Friday, as they play host to the shooters from Rutgers University College Rifle League meets have been on national targets.
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